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There are two variants on offer, priced at RM4, with spoked wheels and RM5, for the cast alloy
wheels version. Perhaps as evergreen and simple as a motorcycle can be, the 35th Anniversary
EX5 carries the legendary Cub engine, a single-cylinder, air-cooled cc mill, fed by EFI.
Producing 8. Fuel for the EX5 is carried in a 4. Telescopic forks port up the front end and twin
shock absorbers do the job at the back with the engine using electric and kick starting as
standard. For the spoke wheeled EX5, the passenger grab rail and head light surround come in
black, while the cast wheeled version features the headlight surround and grab rail in chrome.
The Honda EX5 35th Anniversary Edition comes with a two-year or 20, km manufacturing
warranty. Signal capang kat blkg tu tolong ubah. Senang sgt terkulai. Harga nak ganti tak mesra
rakyat plak tu. So what does this anniversary edition any different to the rest? Anniversary
stickers on the front? Competitor tukar sticker harga naik, tukar warna harga naik, tambah
sticker no. You can either post as a guest or have an option to register. Among the advantages
of registering is once a name has been registered, a guest cannot post using that name. If you
have an account, please login before commenting. If you wish to have a profile photo next to
your name, register at Gravatar using the same e-mail address you use to comment. Your Name
required. Your Email required. Comments Rakyat Malaysia on Jan 14, at am. ScooterDude on
Jan 14, at pm. Ben Yap on Jan 20, at pm. Add a comment Cancel reply. Your Name required
Your Email required. The Super Cub's US advertising campaign, You meet the nicest people on
a Honda , had a lasting impact on Honda's image and on American attitudes to motorcycling,
and is often used as a marketing case study. The idea for a new cubic-centimetre 3. A small,
high-performance motorcycle was central to his plans. Fujisawa saw that a motorcycle did not
fit in this pattern for the average person, and he saw an opportunity to change that. Fujisawa
and Honda visited Kreidler and Lambretta showrooms, as well as others, researching the kind
of motorcycle Fujisawa had in mind. Fujisawa said these designs had "no future" and would not
sell well. The new motorcycle needed to be technologically simple to survive in places without
up-to-date know-how and access to advanced tools or reliable spare parts supplies. The
common consumer complaints of noise, poor reliability, especially in the electrics, and general
difficulty of use would have to be addressed. Because Honda was a large company growing
larger, it needed a mass-appeal product that could be produced on an enormous scale. The
scooter type nearly fitted the bill but was too complex for developing countries to maintain, and
the small wheels did poorly on badly maintained or nonexistent roads. I don't know how many
soba noodle shops there are in Japan, but I bet you that every shop will want one for deliveries.
The following year Honda displayed a mockup to Fujisawa that finally matched what he had in
mind, Fujisawa declaring the annual sales would be 30, per month, half again as many as the
entire monthly two-wheeler market in Japan. His goal was to export motorcycles on a scale yet
unseen in the economic disorder of postwar Japan when most companies halting trade efforts
were handled through foreign trading companies. Honda would have to establish its own
overseas subsidiary to provide the necessary service and spare parts distribution in a large
country like the US. To this end American Honda Motor Company was founded in The Honda
Juno had been the first scooter to use polyester resin , or fiberglass reinforced plastic FRP ,
bodywork, and even though production of the Juno had stopped in as a result of Honda Motor's
financial and labor problems at the time, Fujisawa continued to encourage research in polyester
resin casting techniques, and these efforts bore fruit for the Super Cub. By some criteria, the
type of motorcycle the Super Cub falls into is difficult to classify, landing somewhere between a
scooter and a motorcycle, [11] and sometimes it was called a moped, "step-thru", or
scooterette. The plastic fairing ran from below the handlebars and under the footpegs,
protecting the rider's legs from wind and road debris, as well as hiding the engine from view.
This design was like the full enclosure of a scooter, but unlike a scooter, the engine and
gearbox unit was not fixed to the rear axle. This had several benefits. It moved the engine down
and away from the seat, detaching the rear swingarm motion from the drivetrain for lower
unsprung weight. It also made engine cooling air flow more direct, and made it possible to fit
larger wheels. The pushrod overhead valve OHV air-cooled four-stroke single cylinder engine
had a bymillimetre 1. The low compression ratio meant the engine could consume inexpensive
and commonly available low octane fuel, as well as minimizing the effort to kick start the
engine, making the extra weight and expense of an electric starter an unnecessary creature
comfort. Even the latest model year Japanese domestic market JDM Super Cub 50 and Super
Cub versions, with modern technology and conveniences like fuel injection and a fuel gauge ,
were not offered with an electric start option. The sequential-shifting three- or four-speed
gearbox was manually shifted, but clutchless , without the need for a clutch lever control, using
instead a centrifugal clutch along with a plate clutch slaved to the foot-shift lever to engage and
disengage the gearbox from the engine. While not intuitive to learn, once the rider got used to it,
the semi-automatic transmission, "took the terror out of motorcycling" for novice riders. The

early Super Cubs used a 6 volt ignition magneto mounted on the flywheel , with a battery to help
maintain power to the lights, while later ones were upgraded to capacitor discharge ignition CDI
systems. The lubrication system did not use an oil pump or oil filter , but was a primitive
splash-fed system for both the crankcase and gearbox, with a non-consumable screen strainer
to collect debris in the engine oil. Both the front and rear brakes were drums. On both the front
and rear wheels were 2. Honda recommended daily checks of the lights, horn, tire pressure,
brakes, fuel and oil level, and a weekly check of the battery electrolyte level. Specific elements
of the Super Cub's design were integral to the campaign, such as the enclosed chain that kept
chain lubricant from being flung on the rider's clothing, and the leg shield that similarly blocked
road debris and hid the engine, and the convenience of the semi-automatic transmission.
Presenting the Super Cub as a consumer appliance [11] not requiring mechanical aptitude and
an identity change into "a motorcyclist", or worse, "a biker", differentiated Honda's offering,
because, "the dedication required to maintain bikes of that era limited ownership to a relatively
small demographic, often regarded as young men known for their black leather jackets and
snarling demeanors. Rather than remaining limited to trying to convince traditional downmarket
male buyers to switch to Honda from other brands with the macho approach of most motorcycle
advertising at the time, Honda broke new ground. The ad campaign sought to improve the
image of motorcycling in general and expand the overall size of the motorcycle market by
attracting new riders. The long-running campaign, including the slogan, the music, and the
upbeat images of respectable, middle and upper-class people, particularly women, riding
Hondas became closely associated with the Honda brand ever since. Aside from
Harley-Davidson fans, the company itself had a more conflicted reaction to the successful
Honda "You meet the nicest people" campaign. At first, they were offended at the suggestion
that Harley-Davidson riders were not "nice people. In they denied any association with
one-percenter bikers, and so distanced themselves from the implications of Honda's campaign.
But they also "tried to have it both ways", and soon joined Vespa and Yamaha in producing ads
that were "suspiciously similar" to "You meet the nicest people. The original Honda Cub F had
been a clip-on bicycle engine. Honda kept the name but added the prefix 'Super' for the all-new
lightweight machine. The first Super Cub variation was the C, launched in April The enlarged
This was used in two new models: the C65, a step-through with 4. In the C50 appeared and
remained in production through the mid 80s, becoming one of the most widespread and familiar
versions of the Super Cub. Though the basic design of Cub remained unchanged, new styling
and improvements included enclosed front forks. The C stayed in production alongside the
newer versions one more year, until Because some countries offered age restriction and tax
advantages for mopeds, Honda also introduced the CS, a moped version of the Super Cub
complete with bicycle pedals. The CS fuel tank was relocated from beneath the seat to a more
conventional placement at the top of the leg shield. This iteration is now somewhat rare, having
been marketed primarily in the Benelux countries. In , for most markets, Honda fitted a new
capacitor discharge ignition CDI system to replace the earlier contact points ignition, thereby
helping to meet emission standards in markets such as the US. At the same time the electrical
system was changed from 6 volt to 12 volts. In , Honda released restyled versions of the Cubs
on some markets, with square lamps and plastic-covered handlebars and rear mudguard. On
the domestic Japanese market the square style was optional, but in some places such as the
UK they replaced imports of the traditionally styled round lamp Cub. Though not Cubs, these
bikes sold consistently well particularly in European countries, where the production of Honda
Cub models had been previously discontinued. However, the production of Honda Cubs in Asia,
Africa, and South America still continues today, even though the newer Honda Wave Series and
other designs have been introduced alongside the Cub. The C Sports Cub debuted in October It
had a different frame , with the fuel tank on top of the frame and in front of the seat, and the
frame's steel tube spine ran horizontally from the head tube to the seat. It also had a bit more
power, increased from 3. Sub-variants of the Sports Cub were the C, absent the pillion seat, and
CD, also called C, which had a low exhaust pipe. Early versions of the Sports Cub had a 3-speed
gearbox but later this was changed to 4 speed. In came an enlarged OHV engine of It was used
first in the C, which had a frame like the C, with more upright handlebars. The S65's last year of
production was , and the CD65 and CL65 took its place for only one year, These had the
higher-revving 4. Then the 4. In the CZ arrived, [7] : 39 using the same engine in a much smaller
frame with only 5" wheels. First of the Honda Z series , the CZ was meant only as a
short-distance novelty or paddock bike , but instead found popularity in the monkey bike niche.
An on- and off-road version of the Super Cub, what today would be classed as a dual-sport
motorcycle but called a trail bike at the time, the CAT Trail 50, came out in People always
suggest that it was about Japanese management , but, to be frank, I was never impressed with
Japanese management. They did what no other motorcycle maker didâ€”they listened. Uhl said

the advantages of light weight and the automatic clutch allowed unskilled riders to enjoy
off-road riding, in comparison to traditional big trail bikes that could be difficult to handle. Sales
for Super Cubs have increased in Japan [37] with upgrades to the engine and the installation of
fuel injection for Japanese domestic market models starting from , making it more powerful,
more economical and cleaner. With respect to newer, plastic body underbone designs, such as
the Wave, the original Cub remains popular. Cycle World magazine's Peter Egan and Steve
Kimball entered a stock Honda C70 Passport in the Craig Vetter Fuel Economy Challenge ,
competing against specially designed high-mileage two-wheelers built by teams of engineering
students, and an entry from American Honda. Kimball, riding the Passport, won the event
through skillful and error-free riding, with miles per US gallon 1. In , the Super Cub became the
first vehicle in Japan to be granted a three-dimensional trademark. In June, , Honda announced
that, after an absence of 45 years, the Super Cub C model would once again be available in the
US. Similarly, China Jialing Industrial Co. Instead of leading link front forks, it featured
telescopic forks. The Symba engine had a carbureted At the Tokyo Motor Show , Honda
presented the EV-Cub concept vehicle , an electric motorcycle patterned after the venerable
Super Cub, featuring two-wheel drive by means of electric motors mounted in the hubs of each
of the wheels. Without the engine in the center of the frame or the fuel tank under the seat, there
was room for a scooter-style underseat helmet compartment. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Redirected from Honda EX5. A Honda underbone motorcycle with a four-stroke
single-cylinder engine ranging in displacement from 49 to cc. This article is about the
motorcycle. The instruments of a CA and Super Cub Annual Super Cub production from
through , the year cumulative production passed the 60 million units milestone. A 12v square
headlight C See also: Honda Sport Main article: Honda CT series. The Super Cub as cargo
hauler. Ho Chi Minh City. Police bike in Chiba Prefecture. Society of Automotive Engineers of
Japan. Archived from the original on July 23, Retrieved August 12, It had a style all its own with
features that set it apart from European and US-styled mopeds, including a step-through design
for easy handling and plastic parts for lighter weight. October 19, Retrieved June 4, Honda
Motorcycles. MotorBooks International. Retrieved January 28, Translated by Hiroko Yoda with
Matt Alt. Abrams, p. July , "Go, little Honda", Automotive Industries , vol. The Daily Telegraph.
Retrieved November 6, The Kawazaki Z1 was the world's first superbike and its spiritual
successor, the Z, relies on the same stripped-down looks and raw, steady power for its appeal.
Discovery Channel. Archived from the original on Retrieved January 30, Honda Newsroom.
Retrieved The Honda Super Cub. Honda Motor Company. American Honda Motor Co. Honda
Motor Co. Oberg Honda Malaysia Racing Team. Categories : Honda motorcycles Honda mopeds
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Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Step through pressed steel monocoque underbone.
Front: Leading link early , telescopic fork late Rear: Swingarm. Front: drum Rear: drum. Super
Cub 50 [49]. Flywheel magneto. Pressed steel underbone. Wet multi-plate clutch, 4 speed
semi-automatic transmission. Front: telescopic fork , rear: swingarm. Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Honda Super Cub. Being the most durable and popular cub available in the
Malaysian market, Honda EX5 received an update in February this year. The version comes with
new graphics, two new exterior shades Pearl Magellanic Black and Pearl Nightfall Blue , and the
two new variants - cast and alloy-spoked wheel. The alloy spoked wheel trim comes with a
chrome headlight surround as well as a rear passenger grab rail while the cast wheel iteration
does not have these appointments. The models are priced at RM 5, and RM 4,, respectively. For
suspension, there are a telescopic front fork and twin rear shock absorbers while the drum
brakes take care of braking at both ends. It comes with the option of a 4-Speed transmission
gearbox. Watch the video review of Honda EX5 to learn about interior, exterior, performance,
mileage and more. Honda EX5 is by far the most favourite Honda bike that has impressed a
large audience with cheap mobility feature. Its current version, EX5 Fi, was first launched in
Malaysia in and has sold over 2 million units back then. In this span of time, Honda EX5 has
also witnessed many changes and many revamped versions during all these years. The latest
version dons new graphics, layout and appeal and looks refreshingly new. It comes with two
new exterior shades Pearl Magellanic Black and Pearl Nightfall Blue , and the two new variants cast and alloy-spoked wheel. The wheel trim is alloy based which is surrounded by chrome
headlights and there is also a rear passenger grab rail in the alloy variant. The suspension is

taken care by telescopic front fork and twin rear shock absorbers. The drum brakes are present
to handle the braking at both ends. Honda EX 5 has some amazing some designing which holds
relevance even after so many years of its existence. EX 5 has so many competitors alongside
but despite that, its design is unmatched and unbeatable. On its 30 th anniversary I , EX5 was
overhauled with major cosmetic changes. The most prominent feature being the side panels
and chrome-plated emblem on the front. Right beneath it lies the headlight assembly. The front
apron is flat in design to give the rider strong protection against the winds. Within the
handlebars, we see the large and functional indicator, giving the front fascia a strong style
quotient. The electric start version comes with black alloy wheels while the kickstart version
comes with spoked wheels. The wheelbase at mm makes it easy to roll the bike in busy city
traffic roads. The seat height is mm which makes it very convenient for short heighted people.
The suspension set-up is handled by 81 mm telescopic front forks while the rear gets dual 68
mm shock absorbers that are adjustable with a pre-loading feature. The whole suspension
set-up enables the rider to have better control and stability to the bike. With a weight of under
kg, it is easier to manoeuvre the bike on busy city roads. At the heart of EX 5 lies a It is mated to
a 4-speed transmission gearbox that uses a wet centrifugal clutch. The engine is Euro 3
compliant and is also fuel injected since its launch in The engine is highly refined and reliable,
boasting Honda EX5 Fi is going to be the best Honda bike segment version. Given its solid
design, bulletproof engine and affordable price, EX5 carry an unmatched legacy that you would
definitely like to treasure. If you are looking for a light-weight sleek bike which is also
fuel-efficient, EX5 is one of the appropriate models available in the market. The air-cooled
engine quality is smooth and strong. I now understand why the bike gained so much popularityit is an overall star! The timeless design of Honda paired with the more than average
performance has made it the clear choice above its competitors. I love Read More. If you live in
Malaysia I am sure you are well acquainted with this bike. In fact these days so many are opting
for this bike to many of its rivals due to its growing popularity. The bike looks quite dated
though. I have been using Honda EX5 for quite a while now and as a daily commuter to my
workplace. I am highly impressed with its performance as so far this bike has been running very
efficiently. This bike is popular among the other bikes for its classic design that reminds you of
the old age classic bikes. The cc engine Read More. The EX5 is known for its timeless design
that takes you back to the era where simplicity was everything. I am a huge fan of the retro
vehicles myself and this is the reason I went for the EX5. In terms of riding comfort, the EX5 is a
very comfortable bike to ride on the streets. The suspension is very Read More. It would not be
wise to expect a lot from the EX5 because it is not designed to be attractive or powerful. The
reason this bike is popular in the market is because of its affordability and everyday usability.
The EX5 features a decent design and hosts a cc engine that is paired to a 4-speed gearbox that
delivers smooth Read More. For commuters like me who just want simple machinery on two
wheels to go from point A to point B, the Honda EX-5 feels like just what the doctor ordered.
Agreed, it looks too basic and old fashioned when it comes to overall styling. If you are looking
for a light weight sleek bike that is quite fuel efficient as well, this will be the most apt one that
is available. This will prove to be a great bike for beginners as well as it is an easy to ride model
also. The air cooled engine quality is smooth and strong. So you can Read More. If you want to
ply on a bike that can be easily distinguished from the rest due to its stunning and very
individualistic looks, then go for Honda EX5. This bike has won my heart because of its
unparalleled beauty from the first day I have seen this. You can avail this bike with spoke
wheels and kick start. That Read More. I'v been riding motorcycles since when i obtained my B2
licence. But few yrs before this, at around 12 yrs old my first riding experience was on a fren's
Honda C70 on a football field. My other bigger bikes were fun too but lately Read More. It was
my dreams to have an affordable motorcycle at that time. When I came across the motorcycle
shop, I saw a red 'kapchai" being displayed at that shop. Then, I came to realise It would be
small Honda Wave Alpha. Yamaha Lagenda Z. Motorcycles Comparison. EX5 Images. EX5
Colors. Reka bentuk paparan meter Honda EX5 Dream Okt 16, mins. Let's keep in touch
Subscribe to notification to receive best offers and news. EX5 Overview Honda EX5 is by far the
most favourite Honda bike that has impressed a large audience with cheap mobility feature.
Honda EX5 Design Honda EX 5 has some amazing some designing which holds relevance even
after so many years of its existence. User Reviews of Honda EX5 4. Popular Reviews. Most
popular choice. An immensely popular bike that looks quite dated though. Simple Bike with
Reliable Features. A reliable daily commuter. Simple yet efficient. A daily commuting bike that is
known for its intensely reliable engine quality. A classy bike in terms of its unparalleled beauty.
Great little Honda. My only dreams motorcycle in 90s. EX5 User Reviews. Are you confused?
Ask anything and get answer in 48 hours. Facebook Google. Only your name will be displayed
with your review. Meanwhile, view other questions for Honda EX5. The engine oil tank capacity

of Honda EX5 is 1. Helpfull The maximum power output of Honda EX5 is 8. What are the
Dimensions of Honda EX5? Helpfull 7. View More FAQ. Be the first one to answer. What are the
colors options available in Honda EX5? EX5 Questions. Meanwhile, view other answers for
Honda EX5. Wave Alpha. Honda Motorcycles in Malaysia. Honda Dealers In Kuala Lumpur. Read
More. Honda Motorcycle News. Please tell us about your car below and we'll connect you with
our partner dealers. Just 1 step away from best deals. Please enter your contact details. Almost
Done. Didn't receive OTP? Resend code. Thank you. Select your city to start search. Honda EX5
Kick Start. Boon Siew Honda has unveiled the Honda EX5 35 th Anniversary edition to celebrate
yet another huge milestone for this iconic motorcycle here in Malaysia. This particular ed
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2006 vw jetta door wiring harness
ition comes with the instantly recognisable Honda EX5 design with the addition of a special 35
th anniversary emblem and distinctive body stripes. After its first introduction back in and with
over two million units sold over the years, it deserves its iconic status. Spec-wise, the Honda
EX5 35 th Anniversary edition is pretty much the same as the base model, which comes fitted
with a cc single-cylinder air-cooled engine that churns out around 8. This 35 th anniversary
Honda EX5 model comes in two variants â€” one with sporty cast wheels and one with the
classic spokes. Stay safe! Sign in. Log into your account. Password recovery. Recover your
password. Forgot your password? Get help. All Feature Reviews Tips. Share on Facebook.
Please enter your comment! Please enter your name here. You have entered an incorrect email
address! Bike Accessories for Sale. Get genuine BMW Motorrad parts on our online store! Have
Dull Plastic Parts? Trending On BR. Most Popular Posts. All rights reserved.

